Collaborations, Projects & Partners...

- VICCC Annual Symposia (April/May)
- Culture, Research & Science Events (Quarterly)
- Caribbean Bamboula Seminars (Monthly)
- VI Emancipation Colloquia (July)
- UNESCO Transatlantic Slave Trade Education
- VICCC Journal (Annual)
- Islands In Between Conference (IIBC) w/UPR/UWI/UVI (November)
- Caribbean Studies Association (CSA) (Annual)
- Heritage Education & Arts Legacy (HEAL365)
- VICaribbeanCultureNotes www.wuvi.am

Collaborations & Partnerships with:
- National Park Service (STX)
- University of Puerto Rico (RP)
- University of the West Indies (CHB)
- UVI-Cooperative Extension Service
- California State University (CSUN)
- VI Developmental Disabilities Council
- Caribbean Landscape Conservation Cooperative (CLCC)
- SUCCEED, Inc.
- Sankofa Saturdays Youth Enrichment
- VI Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (VIEPSCoR)
- Camp Umoja Environmental Center
- Per Ankh M Smai Tawi
- VI & Caribbean Cultural Heritage Arts & Sciences Groups & Growing!

VICaribbeanCultureNotes www.wuvi.am

VI Caribbean Cultural Center
@ the University of the Virgin Islands
RR2 10000, Kingshill, St. Croix VI 00850
http://vippo.uvi.edu
viccc@myuvi.net
340-692-4272 & 340-692-4283
Virgin Islands & Caribbean Culture Center (VICCC)  
Nurturing, Preserving, Researching, Respecting, Promoting & Restoring Virgin Islands Caribbean Culture & Beyond!  
KEEP OUR CULTURE ALIVE!

The Virgin Islands Caribbean Cultural Center (VICCC) is nestled within the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences (CLASS) at the University of the Virgin Islands (UVI). The VICCC:

- Creates and institutes student-centered workshops, certifiable programs, social media, seminars, conferences, academic exchanges, internships and community engagement partnerships;
- Develops interdisciplinary resources for cultural exchanges, educational institutions, sustainable restoration and eco-heritage tourism developments;
- Provides a holistic research environment with rare collections, archives, digital media and exhibitions of Caribbean art, history and technology supporting the University’s being the only Historically Black College & University (HBCU) and Land Grant Institution in the Caribbean that is Historically American—Uniquely Caribbean—Globally Interactive and more!

“The University of the Virgin Islands (UVI) is deeply and authentically committed to ensuring that the unique cultures and heritages of the U.S. Virgin Islands and the wider Caribbean are researched, compiled, cultivated and disseminated broadly. This should always be a core responsibility of a University situated within a social and cultural context as UVI.”  
—Dr. David Hall, UVI President (2012)

The VICCC provides research resources for the UVI CLASS Caribbean Cultural Studies (CCS) Minor and Certificate Programs. CCS “allows students to convert an interest in the diverse heritage from which the Caribbean identity is forged into a recognized part of their university degree...international studies or Caribbean cultural ambassadorships.”

SUPPORT, SPONSOR, TOUR, DISCOVER & EXPERIENCE UVI’S VICCC TODAY!  
* http://viccc.uvi.edu

VI Caribbean on Facebook**VICCC365 onTwitter